Abstract-We present an extensive study of symmetric Boolean functions, especially of their cryptographic properties. Our main result establishes the link between the periodicity of the simplified value vector of a symmetric Boolean function and its degree. Besides the reduction of the amount of memory required for representing a symmetric function, this property has some consequences from a cryptographic point of view. For instance, it leads to a new general bound on the order of resiliency of symmetric functions, which improves Siegenthaler's bound. The propagation characteristics of these functions are also addressed and the algebraic normal forms of all their derivatives are given. We finally detail the characteristics of the symmetric functions of degree at most 7, for any number of variables. Most notably, we determine all balanced symmetric functions of degree less than or equal to 7.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
YMMETRIC Boolean functions are characterized by the fact that their outputs only depend on the Hamming weights of their inputs. These functions can be represented in a very compact way both for their algebraic normal forms and for their value vectors. This property is useful: for instance, a Boolean function of more than 15 variables can be used practically as a filtering function in a stream cipher only if it can be represented in a concise form. As symmetric functions are the only functions having a known implementation with a number of gates which is linear in the number of input variables [1] , they might be good candidates in term of implementation complexity. On the other hand, the fact that a symmetric Boolean function can be entirely described by an -bit vector considerably reduces the amount of memory required for storing the function and is of great interest in software applications.
However, the usefulness of symmetric functions in a cryptographic context (e.g., in stream ciphers, block ciphers, or hash functions) needs to be clarified: symmetric functions which possess good cryptographic properties have not yet been exhibited.
Starting from a suggestion of Brüer [2] who stressed the importance of not having any input of greater or lesser significance than any other input, the property of symmetry was investigated in a systematic way among other cryptographically significant properties of functions in [3] and [4] . The aim was to check that a sufficient amount of good functions could fulfill all the requirements. The property of symmetry was suspected to be overrestrictive. It is known that the algebraic degree and the nonlinearity, which are two important cryptographic parameters, cannot be simultaneously maximized for symmetric functions. Most notably, it was proved in [5] and [6] that the highest possible nonlinearity for a symmetric function is only achieved by quadratic functions. However, symmetric functions with suboptimal nonlinearity might exist and might be of interest for designing fast cryptographic primitives. Besides the Hamming distance to linear functions, some other criteria, such as correlation immunity or propagation characteristics, are required in some applications and need to be addressed in the context of symmetric functions. The existence of correlation-immune and resilient symmetric functions has been investigated in [7] - [9] . For instance, a few infinite families of -or -resilient symmetric functions have been exhibited, but there is a lack of general results on the order of resiliency of symmetric functions. The conjecture [8] which states that the affine functions are the only -resilient symmetric functions remains open.
The present work establishes some general properties of symmetric functions related to the previously mentioned cryptographic criteria. Most of the obtained results are based on a theorem presented in Section III which shows that the algebraic degree of a symmetric function is characterized by the period of the corresponding simplified value vector. This property has two major consequences. From a practical point of view, it enables to shorten the vector used for representing a low-degree symmetric function, since any symmetric function of degree can be completely described by a -bit vector. Additionally, the link between the degree and the periodicity of the simplified value vector leads to general results on the cryptographic properties of symmetric functions. For instance, we prove in Section IV that the order of resiliency of a symmetric function of degree cannot exceed . This new bound provides a general improvement of Siegenthaler's bound for symmetric functions for large values of , precisely as soon as is greater than . Section V focuses on the propagation characteristics of symmetric functions. Most notably, we are able to provide the general expression of the algebraic normal forms of all the derivatives of a symmetric function. Section VI is devoted to an extensive study of all characteristics (weight, Walsh coefficients, weights of derivatives) of the symmetric functions of degree less than or equal to . We notably determine all balanced symmetric functions of degree at most for any number of variables. Finally, in the last section, we link the nonlinearity of a symmetric Boolean function to the periodicity of its simplified value vector and investigate the cases of suboptimal nonlinearity.
II. BASIC PROPERTIES OF SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS
A. Notation
We first recall some general properties of Boolean functions (see, e.g., [10] where High nonlinearity is an important cryptographic criterion since the existence of a good linear approximation should be avoided in most applications (see, e.g., [11] ). When is even, it is known that with equality for functions whose Walsh coefficients take the two values only-the so-called bent functions [12] . When is odd, any satisfies .
For odd , where equality holds for the so-called almost optimal functions (see [10, Definition V.1] ).
Some other cryptographic criteria are related to the propagation characteristics of Boolean functions. They focus on the properties of their derivatives.
Definition 2:
Let . The derivative of with respect to is the function defined by
Any nonzero such that is a constant function is said to be a linear structure for .
B. Symmetric Functions
Now, we focus on the particular family of symmetric Boolean functions.
Definition 3:
A Boolean function is said to be symmetric if its output is invariant under any permutation of its input bits. For a symmetric Boolean function of variables, we have for all permutations of .
This equivalently means that the output of only depends on the weight of its input vector. As a consequence, is related to a function such that , . We will consider the sequence and refer to it as the simplified value vector of . The relationship between the degree of a symmetric function and the periodicity of its simplified value vector has many other consequences, especially on the cryptographic properties of symmetric functions. It will be extensively used in the following sections, especially for computing the Hamming weights or studying the resiliency orders of low-degree symmetric functions.
B. Trivial Balanced Functions
Now, we focus on another particular pattern which may occur in the simplified value vectors of some symmetric functions depending on an odd number of variables.
Definition 5:
Let be an odd integer and be a symmetric function. We say that is a trivial balanced function if It is obvious that symmetric functions having this property are balanced because of the symmetry of binomial coefficients for odd . Trivial balanced functions exactly correspond to symmetric functions which verify , where denotes the all-one vector. Indeed, functions with do not exist for even values of because, for any vector such that , we have
Trivial balanced functions also correspond to the odd case of the trivial partitioning in [3, Theorem 3.6.5]. The even case corresponds to affine functions. Finding partitions of the set of the binomial coefficients leading to balanced symmetric Boolean functions is, in fact, equivalent to finding patterns of the simplified value vector of balanced symmetric Boolean functions.
Trivial balanced functions can be characterized by the following equivalent properties. From simulation results, trivial balanced functions are expected to form a very large subset of all balanced symmetric functions. Actually, the exhaustive search for all balanced symmetric functions up to 128 variables presented in [8] show that, for odd , all balanced symmetric functions are trivial balanced except for Similarly, balanced symmetric functions of an even number of variables which are not affine only exist if for some or if . Moreover, the nonexistence of nonaffine balanced symmetric functions has been proved in the following case.
Proposition 6 [8, Theorem 2.1]:
Let be a prime and be a symmetric function. If is balanced, then has degree .
IV. RESILIENCY OF SYMMETRIC BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS
In many cryptographic applications, it is required that the output of the involved Boolean function be not correlated to a small subset of its input variables. Otherwise, a statistical dependence between the output and a few inputs can be exploited in some attacks, such as correlation attacks [15] . For instance, the function used to combine several linear feedback shift registers in order to generate a pseudorandom sequence in a stream cipher must remain balanced if a few coordinates of the input vector are kept constant. This leads to the notion of resiliency. There is no general bound on the order of resiliency of symmetric Boolean functions. However, an infinite family of -resilient functions was exhibited in [7] , while some infinite families of third-order correlation-immune functions were found in [9] . In [8] , some infinite families of -and -resilient functions were found and a computer search up to has lead to the conjecture that there does not exist any -resilient symmetric function of variables except the affine functions.
A. Restrictions of a Symmetric Function
The notion of resiliency is obviously related to the weights of the restrictions of the function to some subspaces. For any and any affine subspace , the restriction of to is the function Then, can obviously be identified with a Boolean function of variables. Now, we focus on a subspace spanned by canonical basis vectors and its supplementary subspace . We consider the restrictions of to and to all its cosets , . It is worth noticing that, when is symmetric, we can choose without loss of generality. Moreover, if is symmetric, then is a symmetric Boolean function of variables. Indeed, for all which only depends on the weight of when is fixed. Moreover, the simplified value vector and the simplified ANF vector of can be deduced from as follows. 
B. Resiliency Order and Regular Patterns in the Simplified Value Vector
Now, we focus on the relationship between the existence of some regular patterns in the simplified value vector of a symmetric function and its order of resiliency. In the previous proposition, one has to be especially sensitive to the condition . It means that among the balanced symmetric functions of variables obtained by restricting the -resilient function , some functions are equal, due to the periodicity property.
Corollary 2:
Let be a symmetric function whose simplified value vector is ultimately periodic, i.e., for all . If is -resilient with , then . Proof: Let be any prime number such that . From the previous proposition, there exists a function of variables with which is balanced (because of its resiliency order). Proposition 6 then implies that .
The previous result can be first applied to the symmetric functions with periodic simplified value vectors. It points out that the order of resiliency of a symmetric function is limited by its degree. A careful examination of the list of all -resilient symmetric functions up to 128 variables [8] shows that all -resilient functions are trivial balanced. From the previous proposition, it implies that -resilient nonaffine symmetric functions up 128 variables do not exist. However, it is an open problem to determine whether this property holds for any number of variables.
V. DERIVATIVES OF SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS
In this section, we focus on the propagation characteristics of symmetric functions. They are determined by the cryptographic properties of their derivatives.
A. General Properties of the Derivatives
First, we point out that all derivatives of a symmetric function are linearly equivalent when has a fixed Hamming weight. [14] which shows that the only possible linear structure for a nonaffine symmetric function is the all-one vector. Further necessary conditions on the existence of linear structure will be determined in Section V-C. 
B. Symmetric Functions Satisfying the Propagation Criterion
Some cryptographic applications require that the output difference of the involved Boolean function be uniformly distributed for low-weight input differences. This property, referred as propagation criterion [16] , is notably important when the function is used in a hash function or in a block cipher.
Definition 7 [16]:
A function satisfies the propagation criterion of degree if for all such that .
It is well known that the -variable functions satisfying are the bent functions [17] . The symmetric functions satisfying are the quadratic functions of an even number of variables [5] . Here, we obtain a similar characterization of the symmetric functions satisfying . Proposition 12 and Corollary 3 lead to the following theorem, which has been independently proved by Gouget [18] . . We deduce that for any
C. Derivative With Respect to the All-One Vector
Finally, we focus on the derivative of a symmetric function with respect to the all-one vector, since this is the only case which is not covered by Proposition 12. This case is of interest especially because it completely determines whether a symmetric function has a linear structure. Here, we express the algebraic normal form of as a function of the simplified ANF vector of . We need the following lemma which involves the higher order derivatives of : for any -dimensional subspace , we denote by the th order derivative of with respect to , i.e., the -variable function where is any basis of . As an immediate corollary, we deduce that a symmetric function , , does not have any linear structure if is even.
VI. SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS OF LOW DEGREE
It was established in Section III that the symmetric functions of low degree are characterized by simplified value vectors with a small period. This property, combined with the previous tools, enables us to provide an extended study of symmetric functions of degree less than . Most notably, we compute the Hamming weights of all these functions for any number of variables, and we exhibit all balanced symmetric functions of degree less than . We also characterize, in terms of Walsh spectrum and propagation characteristics, all symmetric functions of degree and since their simplified value vectors have period .
Thanks to the periodicity of its simplified value vector, we can rewrite the expression of the Hamming weight of a symmetric Boolean function of variables and of degree less than , or equivalently of Using the formula of series multisection (see, for example, [13, p 84]), we get 
A. Quadratic Symmetric Functions
All quadratic Boolean symmetric functions of variables can be described exhaustively. It is known that all quadratic symmetric functions of variables are bent if is even [5] , and that their Walsh spectrum is three-valued and takes the values if is odd [6] . However, we are able to improve these results and to completely determine the characteristics of quadratic symmetric functions, especially the signs of their Walsh coefficients as a function of and of the ANF of .
Proposition 16:
Let be a symmetric function of degree , , with simplified ANF vector Then, its characteristics are given in the Table I . Similarly, if we consider the quadratic function with simplified ANF vector , i.e., , we obviously deduce the characteristics of from Table I When is even, is bent. Then, all its Walsh coefficients are equal to and their signs are given by the dual function, [19] Since only depends on the weight of (Proposition 3), the dual of is symmetric. Moreover, the dual of a quadratic bent function is quadratic as well [19, p. 87 
B. Cubic Symmetric Functions
Now, we determine all characteristics of symmetric functions of degree . They are summarized in the following propositions. The first one determines the Hamming weights of all cubic symmetric functions. Most notably, it points out that balanced symmetric functions of degree do not exist.
Proposition 17:
The Hamming weights of the symmetric functions of degree are determined by Table II . Proof: Let be a symmetric function of degree with simplified ANF vector . Thanks to Theorem 1, we know that its simplified value vector is periodic with period and that it is a part of . Therefore,
The result then is directly deduced from the values of given by (4).
The previous study of quadratic symmetric functions can be used to calculate the weights of the derivatives of a cubic symmetric function.
Proposition 18:
Let be a symmetric function of degree with simplified ANF vector Then, the Hamming weights of its derivatives are given in the Table III .
Proof: From Proposition 11, we can restrict ourselves to the derivatives with respect to for . We use the same notation as in Proposition 12. Let and . All the restrictions , , of to are symmetric and only depends on . Their simplified ANF vectors are (see Proposition 12) As for all , such that , , and can be considered modulo : only their last two bits are involved in the previous formula. This gives the following algebraic normal form for :
• The values of and of are given by Proposition 17 (note that the simplified ANF vector of is ). Then, we can notice that
C. Hamming Weights of Symmetric Functions of Degree Less Than
We are now interested in the symmetric functions of degree at most . Most notably, we want to determine if there exist balanced symmetric functions of degree at most for any number of variables. When , the simplified value vector of is a part of for some . Therefore, where is given in (2). Thus,
We know that First, we focus on the weights of the symmetric functions of degree at most which depend on an even number of variables . Then, we obtain
As the angles have to be considered modulo , the values of the respective cosines only depend on . We can combine this property with the periodicity of , which has period and we obtain where the indices in are considered modulo . Therefore,
In the following, we use the notation,
and (6) for any . Then
Now, we want to determine the symmetric functions in of degree at most which are balanced. We need the following lemma. 
VII. HIGHLY NONLINEAR SYMMETRIC BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS
The maximum nonlinearity for symmetric Booelan functions of variables has been proved to be reached only by quadratic functions. Precisely, when is even, then these functions are bent and the maximum nonlinearity is [5] and when is odd, then the maximum nonlinearity is [6] . In this section , we investigate cases of suboptimal nonlinearity and we point out that the nonlinearity is related to the periodicity of the simplified value vector.
We recall the notation . We deduce from Corollary 2 that the resiliency order of is at most , implying that is at most -resilient. Now, we can characterize the symmetric functions whose nonlinearity is very close to the optimal nonlinearity. Here, we use the following lemma which shows how the Walsh spectrum of such a function can be computed from the Walsh spectrum of a quadratic function. We can compute the value of that we present in Table IV . The case where is straightforward as we get . Then, for any function with , the set equals when is even and when is odd.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Our study points out that the symmetry property combined with some cryptographic requirements, such as a high algebraic degree, a high degree of propagation, or a high order of resiliency, can only be achieved by functions having a very regular representation. For instance, we proved that any symmetric function of degree can be described by the representation of a -variable symmetric function repeated periodically. Such regularities considerably reduce the number of symmetric functions which may be optimal with respect to some cryptographic parameters. It confirms, for other criteria, the results obtained by Savicky [5] and by Maitra and Sarkar [6] on maximally nonlinear symmetric functions. As an illustration of this situation, we proved that balanced symmetric functions of degree less than or equal to (excluding the trivial cases) only exist for eight variables. The very small number of nontrivial balanced functions seems to be the main obstacle to the existence of highly resilient symmetric functions. We actually conjecture that balanced symmetric functions of fixed degree do not exist when the number of variables grows. However, the generalization of the technique we used for functions of degree at most remains open.
